
Login

To log in to your GetSimple CMS admin area start at your domain address with /admin added to the
end of the URL. e.g. www.yourdomain.com/admin You should have been given a user name and
password.

Page Management

Once logged in you will see a list of pages. Click on any page in the list to edit it, or click 'Create New
Page' on the right to add a page. You can also delete pages you do not need here.
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Edit page

When editing a page or creating an new page click 'page options' to reveal page properties. From
here you can set page visibility to 'private' (if you do not want people to see the page on your site
yet), set a parent page (if your page should be a sub-section), add the page to the site menu, and
add any custom URL and descriptions which will be used by search engines. 'Save Updates' when
done.

Note that in the example above code has been added which will show a gallery. The code including
the opening (% and closing %) tags should be taken from your 'Galleries' page once you have
created a gallery.
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File Management

Click the 'Files' tab at the top to manage files on your site. Before you can add an image to a page or
create a gallery you will need to upload images here. Click 'Upload files and/or images...' and select
the images you want from your computer.

Images for your website will probably need to be re-sized so they are not too large. You may need to
make copies of your source images and resize these before you upload them. A typical image which
leaves space for an image alongside it might be 500 or 550pixels wide. Images for galleries should
be more like 1200 pixels wide or high. Depending on the gallery you use to display them these may
automatically have thumbnails generated and be scaled when displayed so that they fit the visitors
screen size.
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Uploading multiple images

If you have selected multiple files to upload you will see the progress of each one until the upload is
completed.
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Add an image - 1

Once you have uploaded an image you can add it to a page. Edit a page and click within the text
where you want the image to be inserted. Then click the 'image' button on the toolbar. 'Browse
Server' to find the uploaded image you want to add. You can either insert it at whatever size it was
when uploaded, or click 'thumbnail' to have a 200 pixel wide copy added. Once you have done this
you will see a display similar to that above. Here you should choose 'Alignment' and set 'Left' or
'Right' if you want text to sit alongside the image.
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Add an image - 2

Before you finish placing the image on your page choose the 'Advanced tab'. Here it is worth setting
a 'Stylesheet Class' of 'imgleft' if your image is on the left of the text, or 'imgright' if your image is on
the right. This will add some spacing between the image and the text. Click 'OK' when done.
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Add an image - 3

Whilst you are still in 'edit' mode you the spacing of text may look wrong as above. Click 'view'

Add an image - 4

When viewing the page you will see how the image actually sits alongside text.
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Add a link from text

To add a link from text to another page, start by highlighting the text you want to link from then click
the 'add link' icon in the toolbar.

You can link to another page on your site (a local page - 'select a page' to choose which to link to),
or you can link to 'URL' which is any page on the internet. You may want to set the 'target' to 'New
Window' if you want the linked page to open in a new window or tab.
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Menu Manager

Using the menu manager you can re-order pages you have added to your site navigation. Click
'Save Menu Order' when done.

Image Galleries - 1

Click the 'Galleries' tab to see image galleries on your site, 'Create a New Gallery' or delete a gallery.

Note that to make a gallery appear on a page you will need to copy the relevant section on code
displayed in the middle column to the page of your choice.
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Image Galleries - 2

To create a new gallery enter a title for it and then click 'Add images'. In the popup-window click on
each of the images you want to add to the gallery and close the window when done. Next you can
re-order the images using drag and drop and enter titles for any images you want to caption. Click
'Save Gallery' when done.
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Image Galleries - 3

When editing a gallery you can add, delete or re-order images. You can amend or add titles, tags
and descriptions.

In the example above 'Gallery Options' are revealed. Here it is possible to change the type of gallery,
choose to show titles under images on the thumbnails page, and set the number of images to a page
if you use paging. The options displayed here and the resulting gallery vary quite substantially so
you may want to experiment. The 'fancybox' type selected is a good option for many sites.

If you are using images of varying sizes in your galleries you may want to add 'padding' to create
white surrounds so they are all of an equal width. This is an advanced operation which is only
possible with FTP access to your server. You will need to use software such as xnConvert on your
computer to modify the files and then re-upload them. Contact info@diditon.com if you want to try
this for additional information.
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More information
You can find out more about the GetSimple CMS at: http://get-simple.info and read full
documentation at: http://get-simple.info/wiki/

Visit www.diditon.com if you have questions or email info@diditon.com
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